
Phil 110: Encountering the Real                   Spring 2014 

Instructor: Jacob Rump 

 

Final Project: Engaging Religious Diversity 

(worth 18% of overall grade) 
 

Due in hard copy at the beginning of our last class on Wednesday, 2/26/14. 

If possible, please also attach a copy of the outside article to which you are responding. 

 

Assignment Overview: 

Your final project for this course will be similar in format and length to the two Critical Writing 

assignments, but may be slightly longer (up to 750 words), and will require the use of an “outside” 

source in addition to readings from your textbook (see below). After carefully deciding upon and 

reading your outside article, you will write a paper briefly summarizing it and then responding to it 

using your own ideas and those found in at least one of the readings from the last two modules of the 

course. Your paper thus must be related to the theme of the final part of our course, “Problems of 

Religious Diversity” and must be written as a response to the article you have chosen. Exactly what 

aspect of the theme you choose to engage with, and how exactly you choose to respond to the article, 

will be determined in part by the outside article you choose, and, of course, by your own views and 

interests. However, as for the Critical Writing Assignments, your Final Project should clearly present 

a unified and well-organized set of claims that show your own philosophical thinking, and do not 

merely summarize the readings or our class discussion.  

 
 
Outside Article and Request for Instructor Approval: 

You will need to find one additional article from a professional academic or religious journal OR 

from a reputable national news source (e.g., The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, The New 

York Times, Newsweek, etc.) selected and cleared with the instructor in advance.  If you are not sure 

if a source counts a reputable for our purposes, just ask! Articles may be found using Saint Leo’s 

online library resources (see the information at the end of the syllabus), and you should feel free to 

contact the Saint Leo librarians for additional assistance. We will go over the basics of looking for 

such an article in class. You should email me a link or bibliographical information for your chosen 

article for approval no later than midnight on Friday, 2/21. 
 

 

Other Requirements: 

Papers MUST cite specific passages from the course text and your chosen article according to MLA 

style (see the link below). Be sure to carefully explain your position and the reasoning that supports it 

as clearly as possible, avoiding overly broad generalizations and “strawmen.” I am happy to look at 

drafts of thesis statements or outlines, or to discuss paper ideas with you via email, but I will not 

consult with you regarding the substantive content of your papers during the final 48 hours before 

they are due. Information on MLA Citation style can be found at the following address: 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/  
 

 

Grading: 

The grading rubric is the same rubric used for your Critical Writing Assignments, which can be 

found in Appendix 1 of the syllabus (available online in Learning Studio). For the final projects, I 

will consider your choice of an outside article as part of my determination of your score for the 

“Paper Topic,” “Conceptual Analysis and Thoughtful Engagement,” and “Points of View/ 

Consideration of Objections” criteria on the rubric. In addition to consulting the grading rubric, 

please also be sure to review Appendix 2 on plagiarism. 

 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/

